The puddle is filled with preternatural faces.
-W1LLIAM fuzurr, On Mr. Wordsworth's
Excursion

THE STRU CTURE OF
ROMANTIC NATURE
IMAGERY

-.,q .

STUD E N T S OF romantic nature poetry have had a great
deal to tell us about the philosophic components of this poetry:
the specific blend of deistic theology, Newtonian physics, and
pantheistic naturalism which pervades the Wordsworthian
landscape in the period of "Tintern Abbey," the theism which
sounds in the "Eolian Harp" of Coleridge, the conflict between
French atheism and Platonic idealism which even in "Prometheus Unbound" Shelley was not able to resolve. We have
been instructed in some of the more purely scientific coloring
of the poetry-the images derived from geology, astronomy,
and magnetism, and the coruscant green mystery which the
electricians contributed to such phenomena as Shelley's Spirit
of Earth. We have considered also the "sensibility" of romantic
readers, distinct, according to one persuasive interpretation,
from that of neoclassic readers. What was exciting to the age
of Pope, "Puffs, Powders, Patches, Bibles, Billet-doux" (even
about these the age might be loath to admit its excitement),
was not, we are told, what was so manifestly exciting to the age
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of Wordsworth. "High mountains are a feeling, but the hum
of cities torture." Lastly, recent critical history has reinvited
attention to the romantic theory of imagination, and especially
to the version of that theory which Coleridge derived from the
German metaphysicians, the view of poetic imagination as the
esempl.astic power which reshapes our primary awareness of
the world into symbolic avenues to the theological.1
We have, in short, a subject-simply considered, the nature
of birds and b-ecs and streams-a metaphysics of an animating
principle, a special sensibility, and a theory of poetic imagina....._.~on-the value of the last a matter of debate. Romantic poetry
, itself has recently suffered some disfavor among advanced
critics. One interesting question, however, seems still to want
discussion; that is, whether romantic poetry (or more specifically romantic nature poetry) exhibits any imaginative structure which may be considered a special counterpart of the subject, the philosophy, the sensibility, and the theory-and hence
perhaps an explanation of the last. Something like an answer
to such a question is what I would sketch.
For the purpose of providing an antithetic point of departwe,
I quote here a part of one of the best known and most toughly
reasonable of all metaphysical images:
If they be two, they are two so
As still twin compasses are two,
Thy soul the fixed foot, makes no show
To move, but doth, if th' other do.

It will be relevant if we remark that this similitude, rather farfetched as some might think, is yet unmistakable to interpretation because quite overtly stated, but again is not, by being
stated, precisely denned or limited in its poetic value. The kind
of similarity and the kind of disparity that ordinarily obtain between a drawing compass and a pair of parting lovers are
things to be attentively considered in reading this image. And
the disparity between living lovers and stiff metal is not least
important to the tone of precision, restraint, and conviction
which it is the triumph of the poem to convey. Though the
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similitude is cast in the form of statement, its mood is actually
a kind of subimperativc. In the next age the tension of such
a severe disparity was relaxed, yet the overtness and crispness
of statement remained, and a wit of its own sort.
'Tis with our judgments as our watches, none
Go just alike, yet each believes his own.
We may take this as typical, I believe, of the metaphoric structure in which Pope achieves perfection and which survives a
few years later in the couplets of Samuel Johnson or the more
agile Churchill. The difference between our judgments and
our watches, if noted at all, may be a pleasant epistemological
joke for a person who questions the existence of a judgment
which is taken out like a watch and consulted by another judgment.
But the "sensibility," as we know, had begun to shift even in
the age of Pope. Examples of a new sensibility, and of a different structure, having something to do with Miltonic verse
and a "physico-theological nomenclature," are to be found in
Thomson's Seasons. Both a new sensibility and a new structure
appear in the "hamlets brown and dim-discovered spires" of
Collins' early example of the full romantic dream. In several
poets of the mid century, in the Wartons, in Grainger, or in
Cunningham, one may feel, or rather see stated, a new sensibility, but at the same time one may lament an absence of poetic
quality-that is, of a poetic structure adequate to embody or
objectify the new feeling. It is as if these harbingers of another
era had felt but had not felt strongly enough to work upon the
objects of their feelings a pattern of meaning which would
speak for itself-and which would hence endure as a poetic
monument.
As a central exhibit I shall take two sonnets, that of William
Lisle Bowles "To the River Itchin" (1789) 2 and for contrast
that of Coleridge "To the River Otter" (1796)-written in confessed imitation of Bowles.3 Coleridge owed his first poetic inspiration to Bowles (the "father" of English romantic poetry)
and continued to express unlimited admiration for him as late
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as 1796. That is, they shared the same sensibility-as for that
matter did Wordsworth and Southey, who too were deeply impressed by the sonnets of Bowles. As a schoolboy Coleridge
read eagerly in Bowles' second edition of 1789 ° (among other
soru1ets not much superior):
Itchin, when I bcholcl thy banks again,
Thy crumbling margin, and thy silver breast,
On which the self-same tints still seem to rest,
Why feels my heart the shiv'ring sense of pain?
Is it-that many a summer's day has past
Since, in life's mom, I carol'd on thy side?
Is it-that oft, since then, my heart has sigh'd,
As Youth, and Hope's delusive gleams, flew fast?
Is it-that those, who circled on thy shore,
Companions of my youth, now meet no more?
Whate'er the cause, upon thy banks I bend
Sorrowing, yet feel such solace at my heart,
As at the meeting of some long-lost friend,
From whom, in happier hours, we wept to part.
,-

Here is an emotive expression which once appealed to the sensibility of its ;iuthor and of his more cultivated 1,;untemporaries,
but which has with the lapse of time gone flat. The speaker
was happy as a boy by the banks of the river. Age has brought
disillusion and the dispersal of his friends. So a return to the
river, in reminding him of the past, brings both sorrow and
consolation. The facts are stated in four rhetorical questions
and a concluding declaration. There is also something about
how the river looks and how its looks might contribute to his
feelings-in the metaphoric suggestion of the "crumbling" margin and in the almost illusory tints on the surface of the stream
which surprisingly have outlasted the "delusive gleams" of his
own hopes. Yet the total impression is one of simpie association
(by contiguity in time) simply asserted-what might be described in the theory of H ume or Hartley or what H azlitt talks
about in his essay "On the Love of the Country." "It is because
• "I made, within Jess than a year and a hnlf, more than forty transcriptions,
as the best presents I could offer." Biographia Litcrario, chap. I.
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natural objects have been associated with the sports of our
childhood, ... with our feeHngs in solitude ... that we love
them as we do ourselves."
Coleridge himself in his "Lines Written at Elbingerode in
1799" was to speak of a "spot with which the heart associates
Holy remembrances of child or friend." His enthusiasm for
Hartley in this period is well known. But later, in the Biographia Literaria and in the third of his essays on "Genial Criticism," he was to repudiate explicitly the Hartleyan and mechanistic way of shifting back burdens of meaning. And already,
in 1796, Coleridge as poet was concerned wilh the more complex ontological grounds of association (the various levels of
sameness, of correspondence and analogy), where mental activity transcends mere "associative response"-where it is in fact
the unifying activity known both to later eighteenth century
associationists and to romantic poets as "imagination." The
"sweet and indissoluble union between the intellectual and the
material world" of which Coleridge speaks in the introduction
to his pamphlet antl1ology of sonnets in 1796 must be applied
by us in one sense to the sonnets of Bowles, hnt in another to
the best romantic poetry and even to Coleridge's imitation of
Bowles. There is an important difierencc between the kinds of
unity. In a letter to Sotheby of 1802 Coleridge was to say more
emphatically: "The poet's heart and intellect should be combined, intimately combined and unified with the great appearances of nature, and not merely held in solution and loose mixture with them." 0 In the same paragraph he says of Bowles'
later poetry: "Bowles has indeed the sensibility of a poet, but
he has not the passion of a great poet . . . he has no native
passion because he is not a thinker."
The sententious melancholy of Bowles' sonnets and the asserted connection between this mood and the appearances of
° Coleridge has in mind such loose resemhl:mces as need to be st11ted "in the
shape of fomml similes." Letters ( l3oston, 1895), I, 404. Cp. Dowlcs, Sonnets
(2d ed., B11th, 1789), Sonnet V, "To the River Wenbeck," "l IJsten to the wiild,
And think I hear meek sorrow's pbint"; Sonnel VI, "To the River Tweed,"
"The murmurs of thy wand'ring wave below Seem to his ear the pity of a
friend."
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nature are enough to explain the hold of the sonnets upon Coleridge. Doubtless the metaphoric coloring, faint but nonetheless real, which we have remarked in Bowles' descriptive details had also something to do with it. What is of great importance to note is that Coleridge's own sonnet "To the River
Otter" (while not a completely successful poem) shows a remarkable intensification of such color.
Dear native Brook! wild Streamlet of the West!
How many various-fated years have past,
What happy and what mournful hours, since last
I skimmed the smooth thin stone along thy breast,
Numbering its light lea psi yet so deep imprest
Sink the sweet scenes of childhood, that mine eyes
I never shut amid the sunny ray,
But straight with all their tints thy wat1>rs rise,
Thy crossing plank, thy marge with willows grey,
And bedded sand that veined with various dyes
Gleamed through thy bright transparence! On my way,
Visions of Childhood! oft have ye beguiled
Lone manhood's cares, yet waking fondest sighs:
Ahl that once morP. T were a careless Child!
Almost the same statement as that of Bowles' sonnet-the sweet
scenes of childhood by the river have only to be remembered to
bring both beguilement and melancholy. One notices immedi~tely, however, that the speaker has kept his eye more closely
, on the object. There arc more details. The picture is more vivid,
a fact which according to one school of poetics would in itself
make the sonnet superior. But a more analytic theory will find
it worth remarking also that certain ideas, latent or involved in
, the description, have much to do with its vividness. As a child,
careless and free, wild like the streamlet, the speaker amused
himself with one of the most carefree motions of youth-skimming smooth thin stones which leapt lightly on the breast of
the water. One might have thought such experiences would
sink no deeper in the child's breast than the stones in the water
-"yet so deep imprest"-the very antithesis (though it refers
overtly only to the many hours which have intervened) defines
imaginatively the depth of the impressions. When he closes his
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eyes, they rise again (the word rise may be taken as a trope
which hints the whole unstated similitude); they rise like the
tinted waters of the stream; they gleam up through the depths
of memory-the "various-fated years"-like the "various dyes"
which vein the sand of the river bed. In short, there is a rich
ground of meaning in Coleridge's sonnet beyond what is o~ertly
stated. The descriptive details of his sonnet gleam brightly because (consciously or unconsciously-it would be fruitless to inquire how deliberately he wrote these meanings into his lines)
he has invested them with significance. Here is a special perception, "invention" if one prefers, "imagination," or even "wit."
It can be explored and tested by the wit of the reader. In this
way it differs from the mere flat announcement of a Ifartleian
association, which is not open to challenge and hence not susceptible of confirmation. If this romantic wit differs from that
of the metaphysica]s, it differs for one thing in making less use
of the central overt statement of similitude which is so important in all rhetoric stemming from Aristotle and the Renaissance. The metaphor in fact is scarcely noticed by the main
statement of the poem. 0 Roth tenor and vehicle, furthermore,
are wrought in a parallel process out of the same material. The
river landscape is both the occasion of reminiscence and the
source of the metaphors by which reminiscence is described.'
A poem of this structure is a signal instance of that kind of
fallacy (or strategy) by which death in poetry occurs so often
in winter or at night, and sweethearts meet in lhe spring
countryside. The tenor of such a similitude is likely to be subjective-reminiscence or sorrow or beguilement-not an object
distinct from the vehicle, as lovers or their souls arc distinct
from twin compasses. Hence the emphasis of Bowles, Coleridge, and all other romantics on spontaneous feelings and
sincerity. Hence the recurrent themes of One Being and Eolian
Influence and Wordsworth's "ennobling interchange of action
0
See the more overt connections in the poem "Recollection" (\Vatchman, no.
V, April 2, 1796) from which lines 2-11 of this sonnet were taken. "Where
blameless Pleasures dimpled Quict's cheek, As water-lilies ripple thy slow
stream!" "Ahl fair tho' faint those fonns of memory seem, Like Heaven's
bright bow on thy smooth evening ~tream."
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from within and from without." In such a structure again the
element of tension in disparity is not so important as for meta-.physical wit. The interest derives not from our being aware of
disparity where likeness is firmly insisted on, but in an opposite
activity of discerning the design which is latent in the multif01m sensuous picture.
Let us notice for a moment the "crossing plank" of Coleridge's sonnet, a minor symbol in the poem, a sign of shadowy
presences, the lads who had once been there. The technique
of this symbol is the same as that which Keats was to employ
in a far more brilliant romantic instance, the second stanza of
his "Ode to Autumn," where the very seasonal spirit is conjured
into reality out of such haunted spots-in which a gesture lingers-the half-reaped furrow, the oozing cider press, the brook
where the gleaners have crossed with laden heads. 0 To return
to our metaphysics-of an animate, plastic Natnre, not transcending but immanent in and breathing through all thingsand to discount for the moment such differences as may relate
to Wordsworth's naturalism, Coleridge's theology, Shelley's
Platonism, or Blake's visions: we may observe that the common
feat of the romantic nature poets was to read meanings into the
landscape. The meaning might be such as we have seen in
Coleridge's sonnet, but it might more characteristically be more
profound, concerning the spirit or soul of things-"the one life
within us and abroad." And that meaning especially was summoned out of the very surface of nature itself. It was embodied
imaginatively and without the explicit religious or philosophic
statements which one will find in classical or Christian instances-for example in Pope's "Essay on Man":
Here then we rest: "The Universal Cause
Acts to one end, but acts by various laws,"
or in the teleological diviues, More, Cu<lworth, Bentley, and
others of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, or in Paley
during the same era as the romantics. The romantic poets want
to have it and not have it too-a spirit which the poet himself

° Compare the "wooden

bridge" in Arnold's Keatsi:m "Scholar Gipsy."
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as superidealist creates by his own higher reason or esemplastic
imagination. H ere one may recall Ruskin's chapter of 'Modem
Painters on the difference between the Greek gods of rivers and
trees and the vaguer suffusions of the romantic vista-"the
curious web of hesitating sentiment, pathetic fallacy, and wandering fancy, which form a great part of our modern view of
nature." Wordsworth's "Prelude," from the cliff that "upreared
its head" in the night above Ullswater to the "blue chasm" that
was the "soul" of the moonlit cloudscape beneath his feet on
Snowdon, is tl1c archpoet's testament, both theory and demonstration of this way of reading nature. His "Tintern Abbey" is
another classic instance, a whole pantheistic poem woven of
the landscape, where God is not once mentioned. After the
"soft inland murmur," the "one green hue," the "wreaths of
smoke ... as ... Of vagrant dwellers in the houseless woods"
(always something just out of sight or beyond definition), it is
an easy leap to the "still, sad music of humanity," and
a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply intcrfused,
Who~e

dwelling is the light of setting suns.

This poem, written as Wordsworth revisited the banks of a
familiar stream, the "Sylvan ·wyc," is the full realization of
a poem for which Coleridge and Dowles had drawn slight
sketches. In Shelley's "Hymn to Intellectual Deauty" the "awful
shadow" of the "unseen Power" is substantiated of "moonbeam"
showers of light behind the "piny mountain," of "mist o'er
mountains driven." On the Lake of Geneva in the s11mmer of
1816 Dyron, with Shelley the evangelist of Wordsworth at his
side, spoke of "a living fragrance from the shore," a "Ooating
whisper on the hill." 'vVe remark in each of these examples a
dramatization of the spiritual through the use o( the faint, the
shifling, the least tangible and most mysterious parts of nature
-a poetic counterpart of the several theories of spirit as subtile
matter current in the eighteenth century, Newton's "electric
and elastic" active principle, Hartley's "infinitesimal elementary
body." The application of this philosophy to poetry by way of
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direct statement had been made as early as 1735 in Henry
Brooke's "Universal Beauty," where an "elastick Flue of fluctuating Air" pervades the universe as "animating Soul." In the
high romantic period the most scientific version to appear in
poetry was the now well recognized imagery which Shelley
drew from the electricians.
In such a view of spirituality the landscape itself is kept in
focus as a literal object of attention. Without it Wordsworth
and Byron in the examples just cited would not get a start. And
one effect of such a use of natural imagery-an effect implicit
in the very philosophy of a World Spirit-is a tendency in the
landscape imagery to a curious split. If we have not only the
landscape but the spirit which either informs or visits it, and if
both of these must be rendered for the sensible imagination, a
certain parceling of the landscape may be the result. The most
curious illustrations which I know are in two of Blake's early
quartet of poems to the seasons. Thus, "To Spring":
0 THOU with <lewy locks, who lookcst down
Thro' the clear windows of the morning, turn
Thine angel eyes upon our western isle,
Which in full choir hails thy approach, 0 Spl'iugl

Tho hills tell each other, an<l the list'ning
Vallies hear; all our longing eyes are turned
Up to thy bright pavillions; issue forth,
Ancl let U1y holy feet visit our clime.
Come o'er the eastern hills, and let our winds
Kiss thy perfumed garments; let us taste
Thy morn and evening breath; scatter thy pearls
Upon our love-sick land that mourns for thee.
And "To Summer":
0 THOU, who passest thro' our vallics in
Thy strength, curb thy fierce steeds, allay the heat
That flames from their large nostrils! thou, 0 Summer,
Oft pitched'st here thy golden tent, and oft
Beneath our oaks hast slept, while we beheld
With joy thy ruddy limbs and flourishing hair.
.
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Beneath our thickest shades we oft have heard
Thy voice, when noon upon his fervid car
Rocle o'er the deep of heaven; beside our springs
Sit down, and in our mossy vallies, on
Some bank beside a river clear, throw thy
Silk draperies off, and rush into the stream.
Blake's starting point, it is true, is the opposite of Wordsworth's
or Byron's, not the landscape but a spirit personified or allegorized. Nevertheless, this spirit as it approaches the "western
isle" takes on certain distinctly terrestrial hnes. Spring, an
oriental bridegroom, lives behind the "clear windows of the
morning" and is invited to issue from "bright pavillions," doubtless the sky at dawn. He has "perfumed garments" which
when kissed by the winds will smell much like the flowers and
leaves of the season. At the same time, his own mom and
evening breaths are most convincing in their likeness to morning and evening breezes. The pearls scattered by the hand of
Spring are, we must suppose, no other than the flowers and
buds which litera1ly appear in the landscape at this season.
They function as landscape details and simultaneously as properties of the bridegroom and-we note here a fnrther complication-as properties of the land taken as lovesick maiden. We
have in fact a double personification conjured from one nature,
one landscape, in a wedding which apprmdmates fusion. Even
more curious is the case of King Summer, a divided tyrant and
victim, who first appears as the source and spirit of heat, his
steeds with flaming no~trils, his limbs ruddy, his tent golden,
but who arrives in our valleys only to sleep in the shade of the
oaks and be invited to rush into the river for a swim. These
early romantic poems are examples of the Biblical, classical,
and Renaissance tradition of allegory as it approaches the romantic condition of landscape naturalism-as Spring and Summer descend into the landscape and arc fused with it. Shelley's
Alastor is a spirit of this kind, making the "wild his home," a
spectral "Spirit of wind," expiring "Like some frail exhalation;
which the dawn Robes in its golden beams." Byron's Childe
Harold desired that he himself might become a "portion" of
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that around him, of the tempest and the night. "Be thou, Spirit
fierce," said Shelley to the West Wind, "My spirit! Be thou
me."
An English student of the arts in the Jacobean era, Henry
l)eacham, wrote a book on painting in which he gave allegorical
prescriptions for representing the months, quoted under the
names of months by Dr. Johnson in his Dictionary:
April is represented by a young man in green, with a garland of
myrtle and hawthorn buds; in one hand primroses and violets, in the
other the sign Taurus.

July I would have drawn in a jacket of light yellow, eating cherries,
with his face and bosom sunburnt. 0

But that would have been the end of it. April would not have
been painted into a puzzle picture where hawthorn buds and
primroses were arranged to shadow forth the form of a person.5
There were probably deep enough reasons why the latter
-.,., nineteenth century went so far in the <levelopment of so trivial
' a thing as the actual landscape puzzle picture.
In his Preface of 1815 Wordsworth spoke of the abstracting
and "modifying powers of the imagiuation." He gave as example a passage from his own poem, "Resolution and Independence," where an old leech gatherer is likened to a stone
which in turn is likened to a sea beast crawled forth to sun itself. The poems which we have just considered, those of Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Blake especially, with their blurring of
literal and figurative, might also be taken, I believe, as excellent
examples. In another of his best poems \Vordsworth produced
an image which shows so strange yet artistic a warping, or
modification, of vehicle by tenor that, though not strictly a
nature iln~ge, it may be quoted here with close relevance. In
the oclc "l n timations of Immortality":
Ilencc, in a season of calm weather,
Though inland far we be,
Our souls have sight of that immortal sea
• With these pr<'scriptions compare the nllegorical panels of seasons and
months in Spenser's Cantos of Mutobilitie, VII, xxviii ff.
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Which brought us hither;
Can in a moment travel thitherAnd see the children sport upon the shore,
And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore.
Or, as one might drably paraphrase, our souls in a calm mood
look back to the infinity from which they came, as persons inland on clear days can look back to the sea by which they have
voyaged to the land. The tenor concerns souls and age and
time. The vehicle concerns travelers and space. The question
for the analyst of structure is: Why arc the children found on
the seashore? In what way do they add to the solemnity or
mystery of the sea? Or do they at all? The answer is that they
are not strictly parts of the traveler-space vehicle, but of the
soul-age-time tenor, attracted over, from tenor to vehicle. The
travelers looking back in both space and time see themselves as
children on the shore, as if just born like Venus from the foam.
This is a sleight of words, an imposition of image upon image,
by the modifying power of imagination.
Poetic structure is always a fusion of ideas with material, a
statement in which the solidity of symbol and the scwsury
verbal qualities arc somehow not washed out by the abstraction. For this effect the iconic or directly imitative powers of
language are important-and of these the well known onomatopoeia or imitation of sound is only one, and one of the simplest.
The "stiff twin compasses" of Donne have a kind of iconicity
in the very stiffness and odd emphasis of the metrical situation.
Neoclassic iconicity is on the whole of a highly ordered, formal,
or intellectual sort, that of the "figures of speech" such as antithesis, isocolon, homoeoteleuton, or chiasmus. Dut romantic nature poetry tends to achieve iconicity by a more direct sensory
imitation of something headlong and impassioned, less ordered,
nearer perhaps to the subralional. Thus: in Shelley's "Ode to
the West Wind" the shifts in imagery of the second stanza, the
pell-mell raggedness and confusion of loose clouds, decaying
leaves, angels and Maenads with hair uplifted, the dirge, the
dome, the vapors, and the enjambment from tercet to tercet
combine to give an impression beyond statement of the very
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wildness, the breath and power which is the vehicle of the
poem's radical metaphor. If we think of a scale of structures
having at one end logic, the completely reasoned and abstracted, and at the other some form of madness or surrealism,
matter or impression unformed and undisciplined (the imitation of disorder by the idiom of disorder), we may see metaphysical and neoclassical poetry as near the extreme of logic
(though by no means reduced to that status) and romantic
poetry as a step toward the directness of sensory presentation
(though by no means sunk into subrationality). As a structure
which favors implication rather than overt statement, the romantic is far closer than the metaphysical to symbolist poetry
and the varieties of postsymbolist most in vogue today. Both
types of structure, the metaphysical and the romantic, are valid.
Each has gorgeously enriched the history of English poetry.
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